1. INTRODUCTION

Pancreatic cancer is one of the more common tumors in human pathology. It is more difficult to diagnose at an early stage, so patients usually come to a doctor with subjective complaints associated with the already formed metastases or infiltration of the adjacent organs. It is considered as fourth leading cause of death in patients with pancreatic carcinoma and 5-year survival rate of the patients is between 15-21% (1). This represents the tumor of the elderly at 60-80 years of age. The exact cause of pancreatic cancer is not known and it is up to two times more common in men, while 60% of cancers are localized in the pancreatic head, in relation to other parts of this gland. Tumor markers CEA and CA 19-9 were, although in high concentration in serum, late markers, combined with the already developed metastases.

Speaking about diagnosis, we can say that regardless of the diagnostic options, diagnosis of pancreatic cancer is late and usually severe abdominal pain, silent jaundice, lead patient to the doctor. Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) is a cheap method of examination and immediately accessible at the Clinic for gastroenterohepatology. This diagnostic method enables visualizing of the change, its location, possibility to measure its size and gain insight in its relationship with the surrounding blood vessels. Additionally, it provides insight into the liver, stomach and back wall of the tumor.
the stomach and neighboring lymph nodes as well as the duodenal frame and possible metastases in these organs.

EUS allows us to perform targeted pancreatic biopsy of visualized changes and to obtain rapid histopathologic confirmation. Another very important method in the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer is an endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). This is a combined endoscopic-radiographic examination method which is the gold standard in the diagnosis of pancreatic tumors, especially in patients with enlarged bile and pancreatic ducts. Most tumors are ductal adenocarcinomas, which affect and obstruct main pancreatic duct or its branches so ERCP provides best visualization. During examination with brush we can take material for cytologic analysis and in the same time take biopitic material and place a stent around stenosis (2,3). CTA is imaging method that shows good relationship between tumor lesions associated with the surrounding blood vessels and allows surgical-oncological team to take proper attitude in making a definitive preoperative decision about the future treatment of the patient. CT is the diagnostic method which identifies changes above 5mm and below these values it is not accurate. It is suitable for the detection, apart of enlarged lymph nodes also of distant metastases (4).

2. GOAL
The goal of our study was to give the EUS as endoscopic methods the right place in the preoperative staging of patients with pancreatic cancer and to correlate these results with the results of CT and CT angiography, radiology imaging methods.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study was a prospective-retrospective and was carried out over a period of two years during 2012 and 2013 at the Clinic of Gastroenterohepatology, Clinical Center of Sarajevo University. During the observed period we had 49 hospitalized patients suffering from pancreatic cancer 20 women and 29 men. Patients, apart by sex, were observed by age and the localization of tumor lesions. All the patients underwent percutaneous ultrasound, EUS, ERCP, CT and CT angiography and proximal endoscopy to the lower curve of the duodenum in order to identify infiltrate penetration in the duodenum. In all patients we determined the serum concentration of CEA and CA19-9. Regardless of the localization in all cases, we measured the size of tumor lesions and note it. Biopsy and cytology samples were sent to the Institute of Pathology for histological and cytological analysis, in order to confirm the clinical diagnosis. Statistical testing was performed using Fisher’s exact test in open-source software R.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Testing of differences in diagnostic powers of three the methods: EUS, CT and CTA was performed using Fisher’s exact test in open-source software R. Tested are the following characteristics: involvement of blood vessels by infiltrating process (yes-no), involvement of lymph nodes (yes-no), presence of metastases (yes-no), infiltrated duodenum (yes-no) and tumor size (<30 mm, >= 30mm).

The difference in the EUS, CT and CTA methods is significant in identifying whether the blood vessels are affected or not. This was determined by using Fisher’s exact test, with which the obtained p-value of 0.0268 confirms that in the diagnosis these three methods significantly differ at the confidence level of 0.05.

Testing was also done for the other features, but it did not provide statistically significant results, so it was decided to analyze the efficiency of the method by pairs using (risk quotient) risk ratio with 95% confidence interval and the corrected p-value.

Risk ratio indicates that EUS is less effective in the diagnosis of vascular involvement then CTA, RR=0.52, CI 0.2–1.38, p-value=0.33.

On the other hand, EUS and CTA are equal in diagnosis whether the lymph nodes are affected with
RR=1.3, CI 0.75–1.42), p-value=0.93. However, EUS is more effective than CT in approximately 40%, because the RR=1.37, CI 0.98–1.89, p-value=0.09.

By ability to detect distant metastases EUS is less effective than CT by approximately 30%, because the RR=0.73, CI 0.39–1.36, p-value=0.49, and less efficient than the CTA by approximately 20%, because the RR=0.79, CI 0.42–1.52, p-value=0.69. Thus, in identifying metastasis the most effective is CT, followed by CTA, and then EUS.

When it comes to diagnosing of the duodenum infiltration, EUS is somewhat less effective than CT by approximately 5%, because the RR=0.95, CI 0.27–3.32, p-value=0.76, but both methods showed as slightly less effective than CTA since a comparison of EUS and CTA gives RR=0.52, CI 0.2–1.38, p-value=0.33.

Tumor size is grouped into two categories due to the small sample size in the CT method (4), and CTA (11). In this case it is evident that the proportions in these two groups are similar for all three methods, but by EUS determined size in 38 patients, which directly provides it the advantage of efficiency in tumor diagnostics. In addition, similar proportions confirm its accuracy, so it could be said that in this case EUS is the most effective method.

Comparing our results with the results of other researchers we can say that Zoltan Berger at 2013 and his associates considered that ERCP although invasive, is the most sensitive method in the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. EUS is highly sensitive examination method which is able to visualize malignant changes below 5 mm in comparison to other methods that cannot do this. Our findings confirm that EUS was the most dominant in detecting changes as well as their size in comparison to other methods. EUS is used in the definitive diagnosis of pancreatic cancer (5). The sensitivity of EUS-FNA in published studies ranging from 80-95% (6).

ERCP is the examination method used for many years but due to our small sample size, we statistically could not prove its dominance in the diagnosis. Jammie C. Wong and associates considered that imaging methods such as CT and CTA play a significant role in the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. Their flaw is they are not able to visualize small lesions as demonstrated by our research (7). EUS, besides in the diagnosis of primary pancreatic cancer has a major role in the differential diagnosis of pancreatic lesions. According to Gheonei and associates its role is enhanced by using contrast agent for better visualization of pancreatic changes (8).

Canto M.I. and associates investigated the occurrence of pancreatic cancer and connects it with the genetic mutations, as well as with age and is considered that family history has an impact on the development of pancreatic cancer. In his research he concluded that EUS and MRI are better in detecting small pancreatic tumors then CT and that EUS detected significantly fewer lesions than CT in 42.6% of cases as our study show because in the detection of the size and location of tumor lesions EUS was ahead of CT and CTA (9).

Kucera S. and associates in their study gave advantage to EUS with fine needle aspiration in the diagnosis and analysis as well as in the classification of pancreatic cystic lesions (10).

In addition, also seen is CEA increase in cystic fluid of patients with cystic pancreatic cancer as progression actually is followed by an elevated concentration of CEA in cystic fluid. Our study showed high values of CEA and CEA 19-9 which are still late markers of pancreatic adenocarcinoma.

Sahani D.V and associates believes that the CA 19-9 is a tumor marker which is not significant in the early stage of pancreatic carcinoma as demonstrated by our research. He believes that EUS is superior to radiological methods in the diagnosis of early lesions and smaller cancerous lesions of the pancreas. EUS in 90% of cases reveals invasion of the portal vein with a malignant process.

5. CONCLUSION

EUS is proved as a more specific and sensitive method in localization and size of tumors lesion. In relation to CTA is less sensitive in determination of blood vessel infiltration. It is highly sensitive in detection of portal vein infiltration. EUS is more effective in regional lymph nodes affection then CT.
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